A cultural history of gardens in Orange and district
Dedicated to the gardeners of Orange past and present
Their imagination, creativity, knowledge and hard work enriches the
environment and our experience of the city and its surrounds.
The parks, gardens and trees are perhaps the most loved feature of
Orange. This exhibition honours the contribution that gardens and
gardeners make to the beauty and amenity of the city and district. It is not
a complete history but the start of a project to better record the region’s
garden history.
Gardens are the most ephemeral works of creation. They are always
changing in a cycle of growth and decay. And they can disappear leaving
few traces of their glory and no records of their maker.
Gardens are not signed like a portrait or documented in land title records.
Nevertheless they are a central part of the creative history and cultural
heritage of Orange. What would Orange be like without them?
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Introducing Orange Gardens
Colour city
Orange calls itself the 'Colour City'. Its parks, gardens
and autumn colours underpin the identity of the City and
its character. From the late nineteenth century, tourism
brochures about Orange stressed its healthy climate, four
seasons, exotic trees and green parks and gardens.
Articles extolling the attractions of Orange noted the beauty
of its parks and healthy cool climate, contrasted with the
heat and drought of the western plains.
Climate
The climate in the Orange district is essentially of highland
or tableland type with the temperatures ranging from an
average of mean temperature of 8° in Winter and an average
mean temperature in Summer of 25°.
The hottest month is January, while snow is experienced
between May and September. Snow does not settle on the
ground for long, although it can accumulate in sheltered
pockets on Mount Canobolas.
Orange has a relatively high average annual rainfall (see
chart below) with winter being the wettest period and
summer and autumn the driest. Blackman's Swamp Creek
and its tributary, the East Orange Channel, have been
known to break their banks since the earliest days of white
settlement. Flooding in the area is of a short duration and
relatively minor.

Images (top to bottom)
Orange glows with autumn colours on
its deciduous trees, image courtesy of Alf
Manciagli.
A build up of threatening clouds over
Mt Canobolas, photo courtesy of Bill
Simpfendorfer
The northern side of Summer Street
looking from Lords Place flooded in 1958.
photo Orange City Council
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Introducing Orange Gardens
Soil
Soil samples that provide the foundations for the gardens of
Orange.
Red basaltic soil found on the slopes of Mt Canobolas.
These soils are outstandingly fertile and underpin the
orchards, vineyards, significant avenues and great gardens.
Black loam found along the waterways of Blackman's
Swamp and other creeks. These soils were also favoured for
market gardens and orchards and now support magnificent
parks and trees.
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History
By 1823 occupation of the country west of Bathurst had begun. The Government had
established stations on which sheep and cattle were run. The Survey of the district began in
1828, and in 1829 the name ‘Orange’ appears on the maps as a Parish. Settlers had their eyes on
the rich basaltic soils of the area and by 1836 land on the outskirts of the village site were sold.
The first to purchase land in the immediate vicinity of Orange were WE Sampson and J Moulder.
These men subdivided their properties in the 1830s and leased them to tenants who began to
clear and cultivate the lands they occupied.
After the discovery of gold at nearby Ophir in 1851, the landscape of the area started to change
with thousands of people flocking to the diggings. The population of Orange in 1851 was 28, by
1861, 10 years later the population reached 581. Another 10 years later in 1871 the population
was 1,456. Some of the disappointed miners who didn’t make their fortune remained in the area
as settlers.
Mt Canobolas
The name Canobolas is derived from the Wiradjuri word meaning ‘two shoulders’. The area is
significant for local Wiradjuri people and is rich in ceremonial sites, scarred trees and tools.
How do the gardens of Orange grow? And what gives the gardens of Orange their character?
Soil, geography, elevation, climate and microclimates, water and the lack of water, taste,
culture, fashion and family history, all shape the character of local gardens.
Looming above the gardens of Orange is Mt Canobolas, 1395 metres above sea level and 500
metres above the surrounding land. The mountain dominates the views and the identity of
Orange. Mists, snow and cloud formations swirling around the summit dramatise the weather.
The height of the mountain produces a strong rainfall effect with water flowing in all directions
from the summit.
Mt Canobolas is an extinct volcano. The rich soils of the district are the legacy of volcanic
activity around 13 to 11 million years ago. Remnants of these eruptions are evidenced in the
soils, topography and land forms which underpin local gardens and the views and vistas of the
district.
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Image courtesy of Alf Manciagli.

History
Wiradjuri Gardeners
Wiradjuri women used digging sticks to harvest roots and tubers and find yams around
the base of trees and shrubs. Although this painting shows an Aboriginal group in Victoria,
the scene is typical of the way Wiradjuri people lived in this area. They used similar tools
and dilly bags, and wore possum skin cloaks for protection against the cold. Major Thomas
Mitchell observed Wiradjuri people carrying digging sticks like small shovels; one end was
used to dig roots and tubers and the other to break open large anthills for the larvae.
In many ways the whole landscape around Mt Canobolas was a garden for Wiradjuri
people. They knew every creek and spring in the area, following watercourses as they
moved to seasonal hunting and camping grounds. The open woodlands admired by early
explorers were maintained by fire stick farming. This encouraged the growth of grasses,
which were harvested for their seeds, and the fresh green shoots attracted game. The
whole food chain for Wiradjuri people was based on the plants and trees of the region.
Wiradjuri women were the first gardeners of the Orange district. They had a deep
knowledge of bush foods and actively cultivated the land and managed food resources
sustainably. Plants were harvested and processed for food, fibre and medicine. Food
sources included fruit, seeds, berries, tubers, roots, leaves, nectar and bush honey. Bark,
sedges and rushes were made into containers, baskets, nets and twine.
Grinding Stone
Grinding stones were left at camping sites and retrieved when Wiradjuri groups returned.
They were valued artefacts that were traded between Aboriginal groups. The stones were
used to grind grass seeds and nuts into flour. Adding water created a paste, like dough,
that could be cooked in the fire. Plants ground on these stone include nardoo grass, which
grows across Wiradjuri lands, and the seeds from the kernels of kurrajong trees.

Left: Image courtesy of Watercolour
by Henry Godfrey, 1843. Pictures
Collection, State Library of Victoria
Right: Grinding stone, Orange Local
Aboriginal Land Council Collection
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History
Settlement
The first settlers arrived in the district in the 1820s. Garden tools were part of their
essential tool kit, together with axes to clear the land of large trees. Making new gardens
came at the loss of nature’s original garden. Early settlers used the size of native trees as a
guide to the fertility of the soils and the availability of water.
Endsleigh House, Joseph Moulder’s second home built in 1859, and the oldest home in
Orange. His son C.R.H. Moulder recalled the garden at Endsleigh House:
Surrounding the whole, gardens and lawns were kept emaculate by a man named
Kendall who did nothing else but care for the hedges of Hawthorn and Box trees, single
May and Dolly trees which stood about the grounds, cut to resemble a lady in a long
dress, and when the May was in flower these dolly trees looked like ghostly figures... The
total length of Hawthorn, Privot, and Box and Rose hedges must have been about two
miles.
Distance and rudimentary transport meant that growing food was a priority. Basic gardens
were established around the first huts, which were typically enclosed by rough wooden
palings to keep out stock and native animals.
John Hood admired the garden at Boree Nyrang on his visit in 1841:
The garden here is large, and lies before and on either side of the cottage... In this
garden, by the side of potatoes and cabbages, grow the grape, the pine, the pumpkin,
and the melon, unprotected by any glass frames, and needing less care than the
vegetables I have named. There is also a noble gum tree that I shall ever remember;
it is, I think, a yellow gum, and the largest specimen I have yet seen of this monarch of
Australia’s woods; it measures about thirty-four feet in circumference.
Windbreaks were a priority in the first gardens. Pine, hawthorn and privet proved most
successful. Cornishman George Hawke, who settled at Byng in the early 1840s, propagated
and distributed the seedling haws. They still mark the boundaries of early orchards and
line the roads and fences of the district.
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Image courtesy of Rob Bartlett

History
Mapping the City
Surveying, mapping and marking boundaries was the first step in making European style
gardens in the Orange district. Land clearing followed surveying, felling trees, and the
laborious task of grubbing out the stumps of the massive eucalypts that dotted the parklike landscape that eventually became Orange.
The first map of Orange was created after the village became a municipality in 1860.
Orange was a small settlement of only about 400 people. The new village was laid out on a
grid that set aside land for water reserves, a cricket ground, cemetery and a market.
Gradually the larger estates adjoining the centre of the town were subdivided into smaller
estates and residential allotments. William Sampson subdivided Campdale and a portion
of this estate became Duntryleague. Moulder let portions of his land east and south of the
village reserve of Orange.
As Orange grew new areas were incorporated, including portions of Bletchington,
Warrendine referred to as the ‘Potts Point’ of Orange with its fine houses and gardens,
Endsleigh and Glenroi. Parks, gardens and street plantings followed with subdivision and
urban development.
Orange maintained its grid pattern until the 1970s with the development of the Westlea
and Wiare subdivisions. These follow a ‘garden suburb’ design format of circuits and
curving avenues, wide verges, no front fences, no hard pavements, underground utilities
and buffering green belts separating the suburb from through traffic.
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Subdivision plan of the Westlea area
showing Larella Circuit c1970s, image
courtesy of Orange City Council

History
Subdivision auction advertisements
Wolaroi, Bletchington and Ashbrook near Lidster

The Bletchington advertisement promotes the blocks
as suitable for suburban homes, vineyards, market
gardens and dairying, and draws attention to the
rich soils, Loan courtesy Geolyse, Orange.
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History
Morris Park, Canowindra
Morris Park is famous for its palms planted in
1931 by Canowindra Unemployed League in
the Great Depression. Parkland was granted
in 1927 but unimproved until the Depression
when Lloyd Morris, Engineer of Boree Shire,
initiated works for unemployed in all Shire
towns. Canowindra Park was one such project.
In August 1929, Council approached the
Curator of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney, to
suggest a design and plantings suitable for
the soil and climate. Work began in 1930 on
the master plan. Paths radiated from a central
garden to gates at each corner and to Rodd
Street. Stone gateposts, hedge-lined fences,
garden beds, plantings of 160 Canary Island
Palms and 40 other trees completed the work
by August 1931 to create a beautiful park.

Images (top to bottom):
Lloyd Morris, Boree Shire Engineer, image courtesy of
Jean Whiley
Morris Park showing mature palms, and rose garden,
image courtesy of Canowindra Historical Society
The undeveloped parkland was granted from the
Department of Lands to Boree Shire for a Canowindra
Park. The parkland was not landscaped until the Great
Depression, image courtesy of Canowindra Historical
Society
Coloured postcard of Morris Park c1950s, showing young
palms and well manicured gardens, image courtesy of
Canowindra Historical Society
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History
Gardens and Memory
Gardens are places of memory and commemoration. The people of Orange mark national
anniversaries, events and tragedies by creating parks and gardens and planting trees. The impact
and tragedy of war is reflected in many Orange parks and remnant memorial avenues. In Newman
Park returned soldiers and pupils from East Orange Public School planted an avenue of 16 oak trees
in memory of fallen soldiers from the school.
Many plants and trees are symbols of remembrance and commemoration. Rosemary, poppies
and the lone pine from Gallipoli (Pinus brutia or Pinus pinea) are particularly associated with war
memorials in parks and reserves.
In Memory Park on Bathurst Road Lombardy poplars (Populus nigra var Italica) are planted for
former mayors, while an oak tree (Quercus robur) marks the jubilee of King George V. This park was
established in the 1920s by the visionary town planner Norman Weekes who proposed a pair of
parks on both sides of the road as the gateway to Orange. Sadly the scheme was never realised.
Private gardens are also rich in memories. Loved ones past and present, friends and fellow
gardeners are remembered through the gift or inheritance of cuttings and plants, pots and works of
art. Every day in the garden may bring past and present friends to mind.

Left: The Cenotaph in Robertson Park dedicated in 1952. The cypress trees at the entry are ancient symbols of death
dating to Roman times, image courtesy of Orange City Library
Centre: A bed of poppies in Robertson Park at the foot of the Boer War Memorial in memory of fallen soldiers. The
poppies were grown from seeds gathered from French battlefields where the Flanders poppy (Papaver rhoeas) has long
been associated with Remembrance Day on 11 November, marking the end of World War I, image courtesy of Orange
City Library.
Right: Orange Central Cemetery, established in 1853, is a garden for the dead and the bereaved. In cemeteries many
plants and trees symbolise aspects of grief, loss, innocence and remembrance, including cypress, willows, pines, oak,
laurel, ivy, roses and lilies. These are planted in cemeteries and represented on headstones and memorials, image
courtesy of Orange City Library.
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History
Bloomfield Hospital
The last of three NSW rural mental hospitals, emulating enlightened turn of the century mental
health philosophies and treatment regimes of the great European institutions, Bloomfield
Hospital was built in the 1920s.
Bloomfield has functioned in a focused village atmosphere for over eighty years with its Arts
and Crafts, Federation and Interwar architectural style hospital buildings set among exotic
trees, remnant eucalypts, flowerbeds and shrubberies.
Not only were the inmates to interact with the local community socially and culturally but also
through sports on their own golf course and cricket pitch. Working in the grounds known as
‘The Commons’ and in the productive orchards, vineyard and vegetable gardens, they were to
be nurtured through therapeutic and fruitful outdoor activity in a beautiful environment.

Left: Dr Eric Hilliard, Bloomfield’s first Medical Superintendent, used comprehensive tree lists including varieties
of oaks, elms, poplars, conifers and palms from Kew Gardens in London and the Melbourne and Sydney Botanic
Gardens, to furnish the grounds. Most were delivered by rail to the Bloomfield siding and were planted by teams of
inmates, originally housed in tents. Also planted were three Pinus halepensis trees, descendents of the Lone Pine
at Gallipoli, image courtesy of Bloomfield Hospital.
Right: A 1930s aerial view of Bloomfield Hospital’s early layout; with large eucalypts, fresh exotic plantings, garden
outlines and an orchard in the foreground all clearly visible. Roads serviced the rear of the wards while their front
elevation looked across formal gardens toward the beauty and tranquillity of lightly wooded grassland. Healthy
competition between the ward gardens was encouraged with bags of bulbs ordered each year for the spring
‘show’, image courtesy of Bloomfield Hospital.
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History
Opening of Memorial Avenue and Commemorative Plaques
On 25 April 1923, the residents of Orange honoured those who served in World War I.
Over 100 Cedar deodara trees were planted along Bathurst Road, commencing from
McLachlan Street. The planting was known as Memorial Avenue.

An enamel plaque recorded the serviceman or woman’s name
and the donor of the tree. Very few of the trees and plaques
remain today, image courtesy of Orange City Council.
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History
Fairbridge Farm
Between 1938 and 1973 the gardens at
Fairbridge Farm sustained the 1200 boys and
girls who spent formative years there.
Fairbridge Farm School was opened thirteen
years after the untimely death of Kingsley
Fairbridge, an idealist who, in 1912, founded
the ‘Society for the Furtherance of Child
Emigration to the Colonies’.
Today the site is abandoned. The surviving
trees a reminder of the work put into the once
well-established gardens by underprivileged
British child migrants.
Whereas the farm ran as a commercial and
training enterprise, a supervisor directed
the children in the husbandry of extensive
orchards and vegetable gardens. So
productive were they that the school was
almost completely self-sufficient in food.
Competitive spirit ensured the ornamental
gardens of the dormitory cottages were kept
up. At one period the cottage mother of Rose
Cottage planted a rose for each girl in her
care.

Top: Trainee with his arms full of produce and
another using a wheeled seed tiller in the
vegetable garden, c 1948, image courtesy of
Molong and District Historical Society.
Centre: Young boys in the vegetable garden,
c.1948, image courtesy of Molong and District
Historical Society.
Bottom: Aerial view of Fairbridge Farm surrounded
by farmland, image courtesy of Molong and
District Historical Society.
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History
The Growing Gardens of Orange
With the gold rush in 1851, the settlement of Orange developed as a service and
administrative centre for the district. Gardens thrived in the excellent soils. Orchards and
Chinese market gardens spread across the slopes of Mt Canobolas and the Pinnacle.
James Dale arrived in Orange in 1848 and gives a mouth watering description of his
flourishing garden on the south-west corner of Summer and Sale Street.
I had a good garden and grew all kinds of English fruits, including red, black and white
currants, to great perfection, also gooseberries and raspberries, the garden being
bordered all round with strawberries. I made four kinds of wineâ€¦ The district of Orange
is particularly favourable for the growth of apples, and I gathered once a large green
keeping apple which measured thirteen and half inches in circumference...

Orange looking south down Hill Street with ‘Emily’, a Dalton
home in Byng Street in the foreground. This photo shows the
extensive size of the house blocks, the characteristic hedges
creating garden rooms or zones with dedicated areas for chooks
and a small orchard. Two small children peer over the front gate,
image courtesy of McDonald Album, Orange City Library.
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History
Cherry Blossom Festival
When Orange was surrounded by orchards, spring arrived
in a cloud of blossom that marked the end of winter and the
promise of a rich harvest of cherries at Christmas.
In the 1950s and 60s, the Cherry Blossom Festival was
the highlight of spring in Orange. Initiated in 1939 by
the Chamber of Commerce, the festival raised funds for
sporting and community causes. A busy week of social,
cultural and sporting activities culminated in the crowning
of the Cherry Blossom Queen and a parade of floats and
characters down Summer Street.
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History

The photographs show the sash, parade and crowning
ceremony for Cherry Blossom Queen Gloria Hastedt in 1963,
photographs courtesy of Gloria Hastedt.
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Community Gardens
School Gardens
There is a long history of school gardens
in NSW going back to Arbour Day and the
1890s. The impetus for Arbour Day was
to engage students in tree planting and
preservation, following the environmental
devastation of nearly a century of
ringbarking.
Many schools in the Orange district have,
or once had, significant gardens and
programs to involve students in making
gardens. Both campuses of Kinross Walaroi
are located on the site of former mansions
which had extensive gardens. Remnant
trees from the late nineteenth century still
survive in the school grounds. The public
face of Orange High School was designed
and planted with trees in the 1960s.
At Calare Public School the principal
Mick Harvey worked with his students in
the 1970s, planting a native garden in a
corner of the school grounds. At Bowen
Public School the students and teacher
Alex Rezko planted a peace garden in the
1980s. In recent years there has been a
renewed interest in school gardens driven
by interest in the environment, nutrition
and cooking.

Students working in the garden of Spring Hill Public School,
c1915. In keeping with traditional gender roles, the girls tend the
flower garden at the front, while the boys work in the vegetable
garden at the back. Little survives of this garden today except for
a bluestone water culvert, possibly constructed by the council to
provide water for the gardens, images courtesy of Bev Chapman.
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Community Gardens
Community Gardens
Community gardens are inspirational places
for making friends, learning and growing
fresh produce. Supported by councils and
dedicated volunteers, community gardens are
open to anyone, especially those who may
not have the skills, land or resources to create
a private garden.
Community gardens offer practical lessons
in making compost and planting seedlings,
with the bonus of taking home fresh produce.
Cooking with freshly harvested vegetables
and sharing a meal is also part of the
experience at many community gardens.
The O’Brien Recovery Garden in Orange
reaches out to people living with a mental
illness, and their carers, friends and families.
Gardening has long been recognised as a
useful therapy for people with a mental
illness. In the supportive atmosphere of this
permaculture garden, the program aims to
rebuild confidence and social networks, as
well as practical benefits associated with
working in the fresh air and seeing things
grow.

Views of the Spring Hill community vegetable
garden, sometimes known as Reggie’s Veggies.
Reg Rapley (pictured) shows children how to
grow vegetables and they discover the joys of
eating fresh carrots with the dirt on them., images
courtesy of Alison Rogers
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Community Gardens
ELF Community Garden
A permaculture community garden is
thriving at the Environmental Learning
Facility (ELF) at the Orange Showground.
Open to everyone, it is attracting young
and not so young gardeners, keen to learn
and share skills, grow organic produce and
make new friends across the vegetable
beds.
Brab Edwards is one of the volunteers and
explains:
Permaculture is about ‘no dig’ and
placing compatible plants together.
I was involved in doing the swales
at the fruit trees where we’ve dug
trenches and filled them with sand
so they catch the water. A big thing
with permaculture is mulching and
conserving water.
Haidee Nelson coordinator of the Elf
Communtiy Garden says:
The biggest thing is the sharing of
ideas and often people go home more
inspired to do something in their own
gardens.
Top: Jenny Coleman at work in the ELF Community
Garden. There is a working bee at the garden
every second Saturday of each month from
9am-2pm. The beauty of permaculture is
that it is for the community â€“ all those oldfashioned pleasures such as growing, eating
fresh vegetables, socialising and learning, image
Courtesy of Elisabeth Edwards.
Bottom: Volunteers Jenny Coleman, Brab Edwards
and Haidee Nelson in the ELF Community Garden,
image Courtesy of Elisabeth Edwards.
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Community Gardens
Garden Clubs
Garden clubs and societies connect like-minded
people to share plants, ideas and growing tips.
These organisations are the backbone of the
gardening community, where friendships are
made and plant knowledge exchanged.
Some garden clubs hold competitions and
support members in developing showing
expertise. Others informally visit member’s
gardens and encourage each other’s interests.
Many gardeners also belong to national and
international plant societies and these networks
add to the mix of expertise. Members of local
garden clubs also volunteer in public parks,
such as the Orange Botanic Gardens, where they
generously share their knowledge and plants
with visitors.
Garden clubs of Orange and district include:
the Millthorpe Garden Club; Molong Garden
Club; Orange Garden Club; Orange Horticultural
Society; Central West Dahlia Society; Orange
Bonsai Society; Friends of the Orange Botanic
Gardens; and Heritage Roses in Australia, Orange
and Central Tablelands Branch.

Top: Bob Smith with a set of graded dahlia bloom
measures.
On garden clubs and plant societies he says:
‘There is so much to be learnt from other growers and
we enjoy the fellowship of like-minded people.’
Image courtesy of Elizabeth Richards.
Bottom: Bob Montgomery and John Pierce admiring
their native plant display at an Open Garden Day,
image courtesy of Elizabeth Richards.
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Community Gardens
Bob Smith
I believe I got my love of gardening from my mother,
Marie Smith. She was knowledgeable about most
plants. Quite a lot of botanists and influential people
used to come to her for advice. She loved alpines and
loved growing things that were hard to grow. She
actually grew Sturt’s desert pea in her backyard in
Orange. She also grew vegetables among the flowershe had cauliflowers and cabbages amongst the roses.
At various times she was president of the Australian
Daffodil Society and the Orange Horticultural Society.
Bob Smith and his wife Liz have been gardening at
Clifton Grove for 35 years. The garden was a practical
robust space for the first 20 years, when the children
were young and there was little water. After Bob
retired and a dam and bore was installed, the garden
flourished and gradually extended to 10 acres.
The garden has evolved to accommodate Bob’s
horticultural enthusiasms, as well as whimsical art
works and an equatorial clock on a rock. There is a
glasshouse and greenhouse, a vegetable garden, a
rose walk and a dam that is so well crafted it looks like
a natural pond. In the shade houses there are dahlias,
orchids, begonias, ferns and succulents. Many of the
plants are treasured as gifts from friends or inherited
from Bob’s mother Marie Smith, a noted gardener who
was well known in garden clubs in Orange. People ask,
‘What can I do to make my garden better?’ but I always
think that if you like it, that’s all you need and it doesn’t
have to be a prize-winning garden.
Top: Bob Smith grows about 120 types of dahlias and is president
of the Central West Dahlia Society.
‘I love the vibrancy, form and beauty of dahlias. This year I won
the supreme champion flower in Bathurst with my Scarborough
2000’
Image courtesy of Central Western Daily.
Centre: Gardens make the perfect setting for a wedding. Bob and
Liz Smith in the garden for daughter Katrina’s wedding, image
courtesy of Bob Smith.
Bottom: A keen gardening family, Marie Smith’s three children
keep up the family tradition. Left to right Yvonne Tracey, Marie
Smith, Bob Smith and Judith Carrol, image courtesy of Bob Smith.
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Community Gardens
Zena Clout, Glenroi Avenue
My mother was a very good gardener in Millthorpe. I learnt by observing what plants were,
when to plant things and also the names of plants. I learnt the value of the garden from
Mum, but later I got caught up with my husband Norm’s enthusiasm for gardening. We were
both in the Horticultural Society and we would compete in flower shows. There was also the
comradeship and you’d also get a lot of information from other members.
Norm always said he did all his thinking in the garden, but I realise now, that although
it’s hard work, it’s also the most leisurely thing you can do. You can while away the hours
happily and you see results from the work that you’ve done. The weather and drought makes
gardening more challenging today.
I learnt from being a garden judge a fair bit about the design of a garden. You look for the
first impressions, but when you look at it in more detail you get to be a bit more critical. I
don’t say I’m an expert, but I don’t like an over-abundance of ornaments in a garden. Having
been a judge, I think they can detract, but a few strategically placed ornaments are all right.

Zena Clout has gardened at Glenroi Avenue since
1965 where her extensive garden has won many
prizes and awards. She loves flowers and roses. She
was a foundation member of the Orange Garden Club
and is a garden and flower judge, image Courtesy of
Elisabeth Edwards.
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Community Gardens
Molong Garden Club
In 2010 the Molong Garden Club marked its 25th Anniversary and their banner was proudly
displayed at the celebrations.
Molong Garden Club banner created by Cath Wyatt, 1985
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Elements of the Garden
The Growing Gardens of Orange
‘The creating of a garden is second only in importance to the building of a house’
Robert Hadden
Many things have influenced garden style through the times, the gardens and gardeners of
the goldfields planted productive crops of fruit and vegetables. Victorian times introduced
geometric flower beds set out in well manicured lawns,the Interwar period was dominated
by sparseness and the planting of shrubs such as Camellia, Crepe Myrtle and Prunus
or the backyard provided the necessities for living such as wells, stables, and in more
contemporary times the garage.
Garden styles are created around the architectural style of the house and are reflected by
the owner’s individual taste, cultural background and fashions in garden style and plants
at the time.
Cottage Gardens
Cottage gardens are a distinct style of garden which uses an informal design, traditional
materials, dense plantings, and a mixture of ornamental and edible plants. The Cottage
Garden is English in origin and depends on grace and charm rather than grandeur and
formal structure. They were connected to working class cottages and provided year round
colour.
The earlier cottage gardens were more practical than their modern descendants, with
plantings of vegetables and herbs, along with some fruit trees, and possibly livestock.
Flowers were used to fill any spaces in between. Over time, flowers became more
dominant. The traditional cottage garden was usually enclosed, perhaps with a rosebowered gateway.
Common flowers included hollyhocks, pansies and delphinium, old-fashioned roses that
bloomed once a year with rich scents, simple flowers like daisies, and flowering herbs.
Modern-day cottage gardens embrace new plant materials, such as ornamental grasses or
native plants,traditional roses, with their full fragrance and lush foliage.
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Cottage garden at Hillview Garland in the 1930’s,
image courtesy Golden Memories Museum Millthorpe.

Elements of the Garden
Water and Garden Life
Water is a major preoccupation for Orange
gardeners with drought, climate change and
water restrictions. It is changing the design and
plant selection in Orange gardens reliant on
town water.
Before water was on tap, gardeners located their
more demanding plants near water sources such
as rain water tanks, or close to the house. At the
edges of the garden were the robust, water wise
plants that are now back in fashion.
The introduction of reticulated water enabled
the spread of lawns, which in turn prompted
iconic inventions like the motor mower.
Sprinklers did double duty in summer as a way
for children to cool off.
Haws Watering Can
Pete loves his Haws watering can. ‘It’s English
and a design that’s been around for 200 years’.
They never found a way of improving it. For
seedlings you can turn the spout upwards to get
a gentle shower. It has a long narrow spout for
watering pot plants.
Top: Archie McIvor watches Sissy watering her stocks
and pansies, Molong district c1910. The water may
be gravity fed from an elevated tank. Pliable rubber
for hoses were introduced in 1898, they were a big
improvement on the earlier canvas models. Wire
netting fences protected rural gardens from rabbits as
well as stock, image courtesy State Library of NSW.
Bottom: Haws Watering Can, loan courtesy Pete Smith.
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The Verandah
The verandah is the original garden room; an
intermediate zone between the public and private
spheres, and a place for relaxation and taking tea.
Fronting cottages, bungalows and mansions, the
verandah was used to nurture more tender and
frost sensitive plants such as ferns, geraniums and
orchids. From the verandah they could be readily
moved indoors and hand watered.
Plant stands for the verandah came in many
shapes and sizes from delicate wire-work to
simple wooden racks. Containers might be
recycled kerosene tins, boxes and barrels, while
terracotta pots and urns graced the verandahs of
grander homes.
Top: The verandah of ‘Hillview’ with ‘tinned’ plants and
well-tended garden. Freda Bevan collection, image courtesy:
Millthorpe Museum.
Centre: This cottage has a splendid bush pole pergola
extending the verandah which shelters many pot plants. Ezzy
family collection, c1900, image courtesy: Millthorpe Museum.
Bottom: Mrs E. T. Webb watering geraniums on the verandah
of ‘Littlebourne’ in Bathurst, 1912. The terracotta pots sit
in a handsome wirework stand. A split bamboo blind offers
protection from the afternoon sun, image courtesy: Hawke
family archive.
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Push Mower
Push lawn mower used by three generations of the Jones family in Sydney and Orange, c1930
Like many Orange gardeners, Neil Jones is reducing the size of his lawn to make his garden more
water wise. This push mower is well designed for the small area of lawn it keeps trim.
Hills Hoist
The rotary clothes hoist has dominated the backyard since World War II. Originally invented
by Gilbert Toyne in 1924, Lancelot Leonard Hill replicated Toyne’s original design, and in time
became an Australian backyard icon.
Iron Rake
A handmade wooden rake made by Mikolaj Rezko in the 1960s and used in the garden at his
property at Huntley. Mikolaj used a scythe to cut the grass and then rake the dry grass and hay
into mounds. The hay was used to feed his cow Sally during the winter months.

Top left: Hills Hoist
Top centre: Photo of Neil Jones aged
about 3 in the backyard of the family
home in Sydney, loan courtesy Neil
Jones.
Bottom (two photos): Iron rake also
made by Mikolaj Rezko was used to
rake and level garden soil. Mikolaj
Rezko grew corn, onions and garlic in
his vegetable garden. Collection Alex
Rezko.
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Spade
Audrey Tonkin’s well-used favourite spade which has
had four handles in its working life. It was first used by
Rodney Tonkin when he was studying agriculture at
Lincoln University in New Zealand in 1958.
Croquet Set
Croquet was played in Australia as early as 1810.
It was a popular garden recreation throughout the
nineteenth century, one where the sexes could mix
with decorum. Croquet needs a sizable space with
level lawns, so the number of croquet grounds in
private gardens is shrinking, although it is played at
some lawn bowl clubs.

Left: The iron table and plants from Audrey’s garden
Loan courtesy Audrey Tonkin
Right: Croquet set, about 1915 complete with original
willow balls and instructions, used in Orange by the
Tonkin family. Loan courtesy Audrey Tonkin
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As early as the 1850s Almanac’s, magazines and mail order catalogues became
available to garden lovers. They provided advice to the layman on gardening,
the latest innovations in garden tools and seed catalogues; and how to deal with
unwanted pests and diseases. Anthony Hordern and Sons, Universal Providers
produced of such a catalogue that sold everything from lawn tennis sets, comprising
racquets, balls, net, portable posts, pegs, pegs and a book of rules; to bush houses,
wire arches, single pot stands, lawn mowers and sprinklers, garden spades and hoses.
With the response for the post-war demand for new houses and a changed lifestyle,
Yates Gardening Guides and magazines such as the Australian House and Garden
and Home Beautiful were established. These magazines have now expanded into our
living rooms with the emergence of lifestyle television programs. Giving advice on
everything you need to know about gardening.
Pests are a typical occurrence in any garden. For many years new materials such as
insecticides and fungicides have been tested and proven more efficient. Organic
methods of eradicating pests and diseases are more commonly used today. Nothing
beats birds and lizards to help keep pests at bay.
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Murray Fletcher
Principal Research Scientrist
Orange Agricultural Institute
“Try to understand the ecology of your garden and find the least environmentally damaging way of
controlling pests. My advice is first to find out what the insects in your garden are doing. Some people
favour sprays which use garlic and chilli to kill harmful insects.”
In the home garden, if there is damage to a plant caused by an insect, it’s probably a pest. But you
have to remember there are ‘good’ insects such as the recyclers (termites, cockroaches and ants), and
useful predators, which can feed on pests.”
Murray Fletcher is Principal Research Scientist working on insect taxonomy for the Department of
Primary Industries. His research concerns the identification and biodiversity of species. Murray is
currently researching leafhoppers and planthoppers.
“The harmful insects we find in gardens are related to what we grow in Orange, for example, the
azalea lace bug, the ash whitefly, tomato russet mite, two-spotted mite, tomato stem borer, fruit flies,
caterpillars, looper caterpillars, cabbage aphid, potato aphid and the Rutherglen bug.
You can get rid of aphids on roses by squashing them rather than spraying, but you may have to do it
several times. Aphid predators such as the ladybird beetle larvae, hover fly larvae, spiders and birds
do their work too. Predators will turn up if you have aphids unless you are spraying. They may not be
quite as obvious as the aphids but they will be there doing their work. With insect sprays, always read
what is written on the can because bees, for instance, can be killed by some sprays.”

Above: Image courtsey Elisabeth Edwards
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Reg Kid
Garden Guru
“My vision for Orange is to maintain what we have, but always plan for the future. Places like the
Lake Canobolas Earth Sanctuary are being developed for the future. I would also love to see the
development of more community gardens where people can meet and older people can pass on tips to
younger people.”
For over 20 years Reg has been doing the ABC gardening talk-back program, offering practical
advice to people with questions about their plants and gardens. He worked at TAFE for a number of
years developing horticultural courses until 1998 when he left to set up his own business, AgAssist.
Reg has been involved in many garden initiatives in Orange including the Orange Botanic Gardens.
“I was raised in Frederica Street and both my parents were keen gardeners. We had a standard
quarter-acre block where everything happened. That was where you played cricket and where you
had your cubby house. Basically your life revolved around backyards, parks or open paddocks.
In those days most people had a vegetable garden and most would have fruit trees. As kids we
would go fruit picking in the school holidays for cherries, apples, pears and plums. There were lots of
orchards in that part of Orange and part of the fun was pinching peaches or apples on the way home
from school. Those were the days when everyone made relish and preserves and there was always
fruit being swapped, always someone giving someone else potatoes.”
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Mick Harvey
Lecturer and Writer
“Natives mean the same to me as what my country does: I shouldn’t be looking at my ancestors for my
plants, but to my country, because that’s where my future lies.
My interest in Australian native plants goes a long way back to when I was small. I didn’t know any of
their names then, but I felt comfortable with them. When I was principal of Calare Public School we
developed a corner of the school grounds into a native garden. I was keen for the kids to learn about
native plants and animals. The idea was to put in an area that would attract lizards. The children
planted and developed all the trees in the open spaces around the school. They wrote about how they
did it and how they felt about it. They had a similar feeling to what I had: being amongst the natives
made them feel comfortable.”
In 30 years of teaching and writing, Mick Harvey has influenced many gardeners and gardens in the
Orange district. He is passionate about trees and about growing natives endemic to this region.
“I started a class at TAFE about five years ago called ‘Know and Grow’. Many people who did that
course now have beautiful native gardens. My ‘Know and Grow’ TAFE class developed a book called
Australian Native Plants to grow in and around Orange.
Mount Canobolas in November is one of the most beautiful places for local natives you can ever see.
Mullion is another favourite place. Some of the smaller native plants you see there, such as orchids
and dampieras, are just as gorgeous as any exotic plant.”

Above: Images courtsey Elisabeth Edwards
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Robert Griffin
Cooramilla Nursery
“The most critical thing for gardeners is plant selection: it’s no good having a romantic notion of what
you want-they have to be able to survive.
We had to choose plants that would survive here and so we became a specialist nursery. Perennials
thrived for me and they grow really well in a cold climate. The plants have to be absolutely frost hardy
to survive. We import about three-quarters of the plants we sell.”
Robert Griffin started Cooramilla Nursery 16 years ago, turning a hobby into a business. Over time
he has noticed the climate becoming drier and harsher and this has influenced plant selection in
the nursery
“One of the most outstanding plants we have come across in our travels are the euphorbias. Some of
the varieties are fantastic. They are good winter plants, they grow and flower through winter and have
a cast-iron constitution. A lot come from Spain and the Canary Islands. Hellebores are important for us
too. They are fantastic winter plants.
Drought and water restrictions are changing people’s ideas about gardens and gardening. People
haven’t stopped gardening, but they’re going for hardier plants that will survive the drier conditions.
I’m no longer so concerned with rare or fashionable plants, more with plants that really work in the
garden. Many of these are found in grandma’s garden, rather than the latest overseas gardening
magazine.
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Ian Kable
CBD Gardener
“The best thing about the job is finishing a project and having a member of the public commenting on
what a good job we do. At the end of the day we see ourselves as a public service.
We’re in the process of evaluating how we maintain the garden beds because of climate and water
restrictions, and focusing on more natural vegetation. With roundabouts, we try to achieve a
compromise between visibility and maintaining pedestrian safety. One of the roundabouts we’re most
proud of is the Civic Centre one on the corner of Lords Place and Byng Street. It’s low maintenance and
provides a good show.”
Ian started working with Council four years ago as the CBD team leader. This team is responsible for
the roundabouts, adjacent corner gardens and median strips, a total of 573 garden beds. Working
with two staff, they are developing these very public gardens along the ‘Colour City’ theme.
“The Northern Distributor plantings is one of my first major plantings, with Callistemon ‘Kings Park
Special’ on the crest of the mound, Lomandra longifolia ‘Tanika’, Grevillea rosmarinifolia, Banksia
ericifolia, Callistemon citrinus ‘Anzac’, Grevillea ‘Bronze Rambler’, Acacia baileyana prostrate form.
It has been extremely successfulâ€”they’ve performed extremely well. I still enjoy the dirt under the
fingernails and the smell of the soil. There is job satisfaction from finishing projects and I’ve had the
opportunity to put my stamp on Orange.”

Above: Images courtsey Elisabeth Edwards
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Dean Sutherland
Tree Care Team Leader
“There are only five of us on the Tree Crew. We cover the whole of Orange, Spring Hill, Lucknow, Clifton
Grove and Ammerdown; and all the rural roads too. On a typical day we are answering requests, such
as removing dangerous limbs, and making the trees safe. We also do replanting. I drive through the
new areas and write down existing species which are normally drought tolerant. The trees which
are not surviving at present, because of the drought, are Silver Birches (Betula pendula), Claret Ash
(Fraxinus ‘Raywood’), Willows (Salix sp.) and Poplars (Populus sp.). Sometimes we replace with the
same species. On a road shoulder we plant big trees that handle the road such as Planes (Platanus
sp.), Elms (Ulmus sp.), Oaks (Quercus sp.), Liquidamber (Liquidamber sp.), Maples (Acer sp.), and Mop
Top (Robina sp.).”
Dean has been working for Council for 25 years. He did his apprenticeship in parks and gardens, and
further training in horticulture, arboriculture and bush regeneration.
“You’ve got to look at maintenance as well. I’m going for trees that are more upright and not broad.
Any trees that come out now I’m looking at doing the pencil pine look. We’re looking at variations that
can do that, such as Crabapples (Malus sp.), Ornamental Pears (Pyrus sp.) and Plums (Prunus sp.).”
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Bruce Smith
Arborist
“What I like about working in this area is the range of trees and the number of clients who really love
their trees and gardens.
I prefer the term arborist to tree surgeon, however, tree surgeon strikes a chord with people; they
can picture what you do. Arborist tends to be a sum part of the tree surgeon’s work. I learnt tree
identification, growth habits, skills of tree pruning, tree removal, tree access, planting, and general
tree care. Among the typical problems we deal with, the first is incorrect planting and species
selection. Species selection is so important for the long-term well-being of trees. Storm damage, dead
wooding, crown raising and thinning are typical tasks. Pruning and dead wooding a mature tree in
detail can be immensely rewarding.”
Bruce grew up at Nashdale, surrounded by orchards. He did his degree at Hawkesbury Agricultural
College. After some years in production horticulture he then found his way to the tree crew for
Orange City Council.
“We’ve had to remove a lot of trees because of drought. Some of the real survivors are Desert Ash
(Fraxinus oxycarpa) and English Oak (Quercus robur). Desert Ash (Fraxinus oxycarpa) comes from a
very tough environmentâ€”the Balkansâ€”and the English Oak (Quercus robur) is quite simply an
adaptable tree. There is a huge range of trees that will survive in Orange.
My favourite tree is the Tulip Tree, (Liriodendron tulipifera), for its perfect form. It is a very satisfying
tree to work with, has a most unusual flower and leaf and good autumn colour. Of the natives,
(Eucalyptus fastigata) Brown Barrel is my favourite, quite simply for its shape.”

Above: Images courtsey Elisabeth Edwards
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Insects and Mites
These paintings (right and below) of insects and
mites were used in the Better Farming Train which
travelled around NSW between 1927 and 1929 to
teach soldier settlers good farming practices.
Emil Zeck, born in Sydney in 1891, was a noted
entomological illustrator who created more than
2000 insect and mite drawings and paintings, many
of which were used as illustrations in the NSW
Agricultural Gazette. Managing insect pests was a
critical issue for orchardists, farmers and the home
gardener who relied on advice from the Department
of Agriculture and the Gazette.
Although not formally trained as an entomologist
Zeck published many articles on entomology. His
particular interest was aphids.
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Margaret Senior, plant disease paintings, 1964
These paintings (right and below) were
commissioned by the Division of Science Services of
NSW Agriculture to illustrate plant diseases and other
aspects of Biology.
The original commission for 24 paintings was
extended and the collection now holds 80 superb
examples of her work. Many of her illustrations are
still used by NSW Agriculture. Some of these diseases
will be all too familiar to the home gardener.
Margaret Senior was a versatile illustrator of
children’s books and natural history.

Above : Images courtsey NSW Agricultural Scientific
Collections Trust
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Orange is renowned for is fine art and culture found in a variety of forms. Garden elements are
produced in many mediums including painting, sculpture, fine arts and crafts. Floral emblems are
used to express the identity of each Australian State.
Sarah Hoskin
Landscape Architect
“Like a challenging jigsaw puzzle, the landscape and the design of it, come in many pieces. The more
sophisticated you want the puzzle to be, the more pieces you need, giving great care to the way these
pieces are put together.
A well-balanced landscape design, incorporating useable, healthy and stimulating living
environments, is the result of finely honed techniques combined with that vital intangible ingredient,
intuition. Underscoring the process is the important three-way partnership between designer, client
and ‘place’.
Home for me is the Central West having grown up in both Orange and on the family farm at
Stuart Town. Now a landscape architect running ‘Caledonian Landscapes’ in Orange, I find myself
questioning my responses to home and landscape. As Orange steadily expands it is obvious to me that
we must preserve the integrity of what presently exists for our children. Careful planning is needed to
retain the beauty of our rural landscape as well as maintain and increase the cultural diversity of our
Central Western home.”

Right: Dry stone wall terrace containing a fragrant
garden off an outdoor entertaining area, designed by
Sarah in 2002. Image courtsey Sarah Hoskin.
Centre : Feature garden with central bell shaped
water urn designed by Sarah in 2002. Image courtsey
Sarah Hoskin.
Left: Sarah Hoskin. Image courtsey Sabine Eadie.
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Jo Sangster
An Artists Garden
“I could never make anything small, so my sculpture was inevitably outdoor garden pieces.”
Jo Sangster majored in sculpture at art school, studied horticulture and is a garden designer with
many local gardens in her portfolio. Her own lovely garden reflects these passions. Jo inherited a
row of pines, a small orchard and views from Mt.Canobolas to the rolling downs of the south-east.
She has exploited her understanding of the lie of land and her eye for colour, texture and form to
create, in only twelve years, a dynamically harmonious landscape.
Antonio Gaudi, the Spanish avant-garde modernist architect of the turn of the last century, has been
Jo’s inspiration for her pergola.
To replace a derelict shed beneath a venerable wisteria, Jo made an imaginatively spacious
‘Gaudiesque’ pergola from timber and cement render. Decorated with mosaic tiles it is
complemented by large grey agaves (Agave americana). Further sculptural plantings, balanced by
her own evocative pieces imbue her garden with singular charisma.

Right: Antonio Gaudi, the Spanish avant-garde modernist
architect of the turn of the last century, has been Jo’s inspiration
for her pergola. Image courtesy Elisabeth Edwards.
Centre: Jo Sangster in her garden. Image courtesy Elisabeth
Edwards.
Left: Jo Sangster in her garden. Image courtesy Elisabeth
Edwards.
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Loretta Thurtell
Flower Artist
“The greatest pleasure for me in painting oils or watercolours is the actual process of applying layers
of beautiful colours and watching their effect on producing light and shade.
My involvement in art started when I went to the studio of Rachel Wilde in Orange and saw her
wonderful paintings. She was teaching classes every Sunday morning so I asked three friends to come
along and we went there for two years. Rachel was gifted in painting flowers in oils and teaching the
skills.
Painting in watercolours came a few years later when I saw Loretta Blake give a demonstration and
was completely hooked on it. Sitting down doing a watercolour is like “meditation with a paintbrush”.
Practice in this unpredictable medium develops skills and is a lot of fun. I urge more people to try it.
Flowers have a universal message as the embodiment of beauty. However, I also enjoy painting
landscapes, still-life with fruits, street scenes and seascapes. The vivid colours of autumn in Orange,
local gardens, fruits and blossoms on the orchards all provide subjects to paint. Painting en plein air in
Cook Park or at Lake Canobolas are further subjects.
I’m learning botanical art with Mary Ann Mein. This is very precise and makes you look intensely at
each subject before you even start to draw. It helps me to paint other subjects because it trains the
eye.
The techniques of watercolour painting are not difficult to learn. You often have to brush a layer of
clear water on before you put paint on. You’ve got to watch just how dry the paper is but you gradually
learn that control. It’s also a pleasure to observe the enjoyment of my students as they concentrate
and gain skills.”
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Peter Cox
Paintings of heritage rose species, 1994-95
Rosarian Peter Cox grew 55 species roses in pots and painted each rose. In 1995 Orange hosted
the second national conference of Heritage Roses in Australian Inc. The paintings and the potted
roses ready for planting, were the gift of the executive of Heritage Roses in Australian Inc to mark
the conference in Orange. The potted roses were planted in the heritage rose garden at the Orange
Botanic Gardens and the paintings are used for education. This is a unique collection in Australia.
Download a copy of the Orange Botanic Gardens the Species Roses

Above: Image courtesy Central West Heritage Rose Society
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Civic Theatre Curtain
The embroidered and appliquéd curtain is 11m x 6.15m
The theatre curtain was commissioned by the Orange Festival of Arts. It was designed by Molong
artist Cath Wyatt and made by her and a team of 250 women volunteers. It depicts the garden
landscape of Orange including Duntryleague, Mt Canobolas, the orchards, pine forest, poplars and
eucalypts. The curtain hangs in the Civic Centre Theatre but is rarely displayed.
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Above: Civic Centre Theatre Curtain, Cath Wyatt and
team of 250 women, 1982-3
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The gardens of Orange and district have been developed by dedicated gardeners since the early
days of settlement. These gardens are now a significant part of the fabric of Orange. Today’s
gardeners carry the traditions of the ‘Colour City’ in their gardens.
Gardeners have long experimented with colour, texture, architectural elements and design to
achieve their desired effect. Orange’s climate and soil offers the gardener a thriving environment to
establish cool climate gardens that can be enjoyed by future generations.
Lost Gardens
Gardens are perhaps the most vulnerable part of the city’s heritage. Over the last 100 years Orange
has lost many fine gardens and landscapes. Once destroyed, gardens leave few records of their
existence or maker. Occasionally a mature tree, a windbreak or an avenue survives from an old
garden. In the countryside, a swathe of daffodils sometimes appears in spring to mark the site of a
lost garden.
Many factors influence the destruction and loss of gardens:
•
Rezoning, subdivision, development and road widening;
•
Changes in ownership and usage;
•
Senescence in the trees and garden;
•
Illness and the death of the garden maker;
•
Financial pressures;
•
Changing taste and fashions in the house and garden;
•
Drought and climate change.
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Top: Changing use may cause the loss of a garden.
Newstead House, built in 1890 for solicitor George Vial
Pilcher, has lost most of its garden since it became
Newstead Bowling Club, although the deodar, just to
the right in this photo is now a magnificent size. The
photo shows the garden in about 1905.
Image courtesy: Joan Crossman
Centrre: The Methodist manse and garden that once
stood on the north west corner of Summer Street.
Image courtesy: Orange City Council
Bottom: A topiary garden in McNamara Lane created
in the late 1940s by one of the Robertson park
gardeners. After his death the topiary was maintained
by his daughter Mrs O’Neill. The garden was
photographed in 1983, at a time when the city had a
number of topiary gardens and clipped trees.
Images courtesy: Vivienne Binns
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Andrew and Deanne McDougall
Strathroy
“The wonderful thing about living at Strathroy is that we live in the city of Orange but we don’t feel
we’re living in a city. We feel honoured to be able to live in such a property with such beautiful grounds.
We notice it when we’ve been away and come home - the peace and quiet here. The garden attracts
beautiful birds too.”
Strathroy in Spring Street, East Orange was built around 1872 for Josiah Parker, a chemist and
stationer, and the first mayor of East Orange. The Victorian style brick house has a large garden of
around 2.5 acres, reduced through subdivision from its original allotment. It still has its stables and
a well.
The garden has a number of significant trees and plants dating from the original gardens, including
magnolias, a white cedar, pines and box hedge. It is believed the gardens were laid out by Alfred
Patterson, the first gardener at Cook Park. Deanne and Andrew McDougall bought Strathroy in 1997
and are gradually restoring the house and garden.

Left: The front elevation of Strathroy which still has its carriage circle with brick edging dating from the original gardens.
The fountain was installed by Andrew and is in a similar design and location for the style and date of the house.
Image courtesy: Alf Manciagli
Centrre: Strathroy in about 1880; the decorative iron work is picked out in different colours. There were probably several
gardeners employed to maintain the grounds. On the far right is a man who may be one of the gardeners. Image
courtesy: Deanne and Andrew McDougall
Right: Andrew and Deanne McDougall in the birch grove. Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
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Nellie Beasley’s Cottage
Byng Street
“It was neat and natty. She liked pretty things and ornaments in the garden and the house. The front
garden was her pride and joy. She loved watering the pots and talking to people over the fence.”
Nellie Beasley created a miniature Garden of Eden in the front of her federation cottage in Byng
Street. The garden was densely planted with a mix of succulents, perennials and dozens of pots,
under a large rhododendron (Rhododendron sp.), and mauve hibiscus (Hibiscus syriacus). An
eclectic population of cement figures, birds, frogs, toadstools and gnomes added character and
interest. On either side of the curving path, the garden beds were studded with white shells around
the concrete edge.

Left: View of the front garden with a kangaroo, toadstool and a decapitated Mexican figure. Vandals were an occasional
problem.Image courtesy: Myra Howell
Centrre: Looking east across the front veranda covered in pots, ferns and a huge Elkhorn (Platycerium bifurcatum). Myra
Howell remembers her mother had dozens of pots and watered them nearly every day. It was a bit of a pain when she
went away as we had to water them. They all had to be alive when she got back. Image courtesy: Myra Howell
Right: Nellie Beasley photographed in her back garden about 1965. Image courtesy: Myra Howell
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Cement garden ornaments from Nelly Beasley’s Byng Street garden
Nelly’s garden ornaments are treasured by her daughters Kate Henman and Myra Howell as
a memory of their mother and her garden. Some of the ornaments show the wear and tear
of occasional vandalism and others have been repainted. Ornaments like this are now highly
collectable, although some people draw the line at Aboriginal statues. The conch shells lined the
edge of the garden beds.
Image courtesy of Kate Henman
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“St. Brigid’s” at Nashdale
Gardening is good for the soul.
The garden at ‘St.Brigid’s’ began just twelve years ago on the site of an uprooted apple orchard. To
the west, Mt Canobolas, the source of its enviable volcanic soil and rainfall, provides an eternally
serene backdrop.
To give ‘St. Brigid’s’, a transported 1913 wooden church a sense of belonging, Elizabeth Richards
asked heritage landscape specialists Michael Lehany and James Broadbent to design an ageless
garden. Now a Bunya Pine at the centre of the turning circle and several palm species symbolise the
church’s outback north Queensland origin. While the drive running between apparently worn down
embankments and a ‘remnant’ mixed orchard, lend an aura of permanence.
The plant selection in ‘St.Brigid’s’ reflect gardener Elizabeth’s interests and horticultural
experiences. Living ‘out west’ as a child Elizabeth developed a lasting penchant for garden gnomes,
sleepy Mexicans and the odd green frog. A keen garden visitor and over-the-fence observer she
has been as much influenced by the great overseas gardens as idiosyncratic country town plots at
home.

Left: Elizabeth Richards and Michael Lehany - creative team.Image courtesy: Elizabeth Richards
Centrre: Overlooking ‘Tuscany’ - A Stone Pine, olives, climbing roses and simple flag irises are hedged with escallonia.
Image courtesy: Elizabeth Richards
Right: Eastern view of ‘St.Brigid’s’ in mid-winter. After many winters of frost protection the central Bunya Pine is now well
adapted to the cold. Image courtesy: Elizabeth Richards
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Gnomearium, created by Michael Lehany, 2009
Oil drums, gnomes from a private collection in Orange

Gnomearium, n. (Australian vernacular). Dignified housing for garden gnomes in niches reminiscent of those
protecting the sculptures of saints and notable people on gothic cathedrals. Gnomariums are particularly suited
to higher elevations like Orange, where temperature extremes imperil the delicate paintwork on concrete gnomes,
resulting in cracking, peeling and fading. As a species of garden wildlife, gnomes are social animals and gnomariums
are designed to house extended gnome families in separate but together accommodation, where each gnome can
pursue its specialised occupation, whether fishing, smoking, resting or gardening.
The precise origins of the gnomearium are lost in sands of time but may be linked to the nymphaeum and grottoes of
grand European gardens.
Nymps were often associated with the ground or garden level of large estates, villas and palaces. They were housed in
underground or transition spaces often known as grottoes.
In Australia, grottoes were relatively rare in private gardens but are found in a number of Roman Catholic institutions.
This association highlights the ancient links between Roman Catholicism and pre-Christian Roman burial culture.
(There are no known Presbyterian grottoes in Australia).
Many grottoes were crudely constructed and improvised. Australia has lost most of its institutional grottoes due to the
death of custodian nuns and brothers, changes in institutional culture, changes in fashion and safety preoccupations.
So here we have the nymphean transposed to the antipodes (like most of us) and housing the little people of
Australian gardens. The nymphs of the ‘lawn’, ‘fishing’, ‘smoking’ reading or sitting in attendance are housed in 4
gallon drums, similar to those that our dads used to keep kero or fuel for the lawn mower in the shed.
In keeping with modern cultural requirements, the design is infinitely flexible. The precise relationship between
garden gnomes and nymphs is not yet fully understood but no doubt would prove a worthwhile thesis or doctoral
study at for example the University of Western Sydney.
The oil drums serve a practical purpose. If gnomes are left exposed to the elements in the Orange climate the cement
painted gnomes soon lose their charming original paint, the drums partially protect their precious contents from
further decay and the drum handles on the lid allow for easy transportation for sitting elsewhere in the garden, or for
taking gnomes on the now infamous gnome holiday. Each drum and gnome fits into the standard vertical format.
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Audrey Tonkin
Rosewood
Twelve years ago Audrey and Rodney Tonkin subdivided their property in Green Lane and built
a new house and garden on the former croquet lawn at the front. The garden started with huge
amounts of ‘stable bottom’ manure. Over time it has evolved as a series of small rooms, living
spaces and vistas. Audrey describes it as ‘a little country garden in the city’. It is beautiful and
practical, with sunny spaces to sit and eat, masses of flowers, roses, and a productive vegetable
garden.
Audrey grew up on the South Island of New Zealand and learnt about gardening by ‘parental
osmosis’. Both her parents and grandparents had cottage style gardens and always grew fruit and
vegetables. Audrey’s New Zealand heritage shows in the density and layering of plant forms, colours
and textures. It is a look that depends on building a good soil profile through heavy mulching.

Left: A clipped hedge (Teucrium fruticans) gives formal definition to what Audrey describes as the rambling garden
behind it, with the urn as a focal point. Image courtesy: Audrey Tonkin
Centrre: Audrey Tonkin is passionate about heritage roses and is a volunteer at the Heritage Rose Garden in the Orange
Botanic Gardens. Image courtesy: Audrey Tonkin
Right: Columns, arches, pots and ornaments provide height, interest and structure for a great variety of climbing and
flowering plants and shrubs. Image courtesy: Audrey Tonkin
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Barbara Cottee
Byng Street
“That’s how gardens evolve: by looking at other gardens you can adapt ideas to fit in with your own
scheme.”
In 1996 Barbara Cottee moved into Byng Street and made her sixth garden. Her inspiring town
garden is an example of how best to utilize the â€˜borrowed’ landscape, plant for microclimates
and create internal vistas with interesting form and textural combinations.
Barbara’s interest in gardening came from her mother whose skill with plants earned her first prize
in a Yates Garden Competition in 1940.
A valued member of the Molong Garden Club, Barbara discusses a plant from her garden each
month at their meetings. She enjoys visiting members’ gardens and takes home ideas and
techniques to add to the evolution of her own.

Left: Barbara Cottee at the entrance to her Byng Street garden. Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
Centrre: An elegant urn among euphorbias greets visitors to Barbara’s garden. Image courtesy: Alf Manciagli
Right: This small figure of a boy with a basket of kittens has been a focal point in Barbara Cottee’s gardens ever since she
came back to the district from Victoria twenty-four years ago. Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
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Mills at ‘Badine’
“You needn’t do a thing with roses and they’ll live, but if you look after them and feed them they
reward you with healthy plants and more beautiful blooms.”
Kathie and Arthur Mills’ gently sloping 3.5 acre garden at ‘Badine’ looks north towards rolling hills,
above a tranquil dam. The Mills built ‘Badine’ in 1981 and planted “a boring and conservative
garden”. Then Kathie met George Pilgrim, who became her weekly gardener for the next 20 years.
Working together they laid out many new garden beds using hoses. Twenty-eight years on, 600
roses are complemented by trees, shrubs and perennials. Kathie describes it as “a rose garden with
everything else”.
Kathie is passionate about the beauty and sensuality of old roses and is committed to their study,
presentation and preservation.
“There’s no other plant like a repeating rose, which will flower 8-10 months in the garden
The volcanic soil at ‘Badine’ was enriched with rotten lucerne hay from their goat sheds. The soil is
mulched by Arthur, recycling all the waste garden material. This is one of Arthur’s many ‘non-living’
activities in the garden, which allows me to concentrate on the ‘living’-that is all the plants.”
“Attending many conferences both here in Australia and overseas, it has been a privilege to meet many
great rosarians. It is from these people, and many books, that I have gained the knowledge that I have
I love to share the garden. Gardeners are wonderful people. Gardening has broadened my horizons...
it has opened my eyes to the beauty of the world... I have made new friends, and taken groups on tours
overseas”

Left: Image courtesy: Craig Fennemore
Centrre: Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
Right: Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
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The Bannatynes at ‘Tannachie’
“We wanted to create an English country house and garden in Australia. ‘Tannachie’ is named after an
English country house owned by Piers’ aunt. Both our mothers were influential-we learned the basics
from them and we have been learning ever since.”
Patricia and Piers Bannatyne commenced building their ‘English house and garden package’ in
1988, on the southern slopes of Mt Canobolas at Spring Terrace.
They commissioned landscape architect Catriona McDonald to design the garden at the same time.
The ‘entrance front’ of their Georgian style house is approached by a traditional gravelled circular
drive to a columned portico. The ‘garden front’ leads onto a balustraded terrace with lawns and
parterres. There is a wide perennial border, shrubbery, woodland and walled kitchen garden.
With weekly help they have created a masterpiece of symmetrical beauty. Piers is concerned with
infrastructure-walls, water, drainage-and Patricia enjoys the detail, in particular espaliering fruit
trees.

Left: Clipped parterres on the terrace. “We love the evening when we take a drink and nibbles to the terrace and watch
the light changing and forget about all that is still to be done.” Image courtesy: Elizabeth Richards
Centrre: The kitchen garden at ‘Tannanchie’ has skilfully espaliered fruit trees against the warm brick walls. We wished to
make something of beauty that is also useful. Image courtesy: Elizabeth Richards
Right: Patricia and Piers at the entrance front of ‘Tannachie’ . Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
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Peter and Margie Smith
Kite Street
“We love our garden for the peace. It’s a good way the start the day at dawn and a great place to end
it with a quiet drink.”
Margie and Pete moved to Kite Street in 1972 and their unusually elongated garden has evolved
from a mass of blackberries to the rich plantsman’s paradise of today.
Peter’s abiding interest is acquiring and breeding in-depth collections of bulbs, perennials
and deciduous trees. He avoids confusion by using latin names and his botanical knowledge is
prodigious. Margie has an eye for colour and form. No new planting is undertaken without her
opinion. She does much of the ‘cutting back and pruning’. Many of their ideas have been gleaned
from gardens overseas.
“The thing I love about gardening in this climate is the distinct seasons, the absolute joy of seeing
something push up from the ground.” (Pete)
The Smith’s put all leaves and cuttings through a muncher and age the litter in large composting
bins. Returning organic material to the earth and the addition of aged manure is an ongoing
routine. The result is a hidden treasure in the heart of Orange â€“ a garden of complexity and
satisfaction, a warm and peaceful place.
“My favourite garden tool is my Spear and Jackson gardening fork. Margie bought it as a present for
me. It’s just the most balanced instrument. It’s the one thing I couldn’t do without.” (Pete)

Left: Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
Centrre: Hardy succulents. Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
Right: Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
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Migrant Gardens
Every migrant to Australia carries a heritage of gardening from their country of origin. This heritage
is reflected in the choice of plants, garden layout and methods of cultivation.
When post war European migrants settled in Orange in the late 1940s and early 1950s, they started
cultivating gardens as soon as they had a house and land. Used to chronic shortages of food during
and immediately after World War II, their gardens tended to be utilitarian rather than decorative.
They grew all kinds of fruit and vegetables, kept chickens and often a cow on their suburban blocks.
No corner of their gardens was wasted.
While the main reason for growing fruit and vegetables was to save money, especially in the case
of large families, it was also important culturally. After harvest, fruit and vegetables were often
preserved in traditional ways to ensure a steady supply of familiar food. Many migrants hated
Australian food and yearned for food that reminded them of home, such as sauerkraut, pickled
gherkins and other preserves. Gardens full of produce also meant bargaining power, and many
migrants bartered one type of produce for another.

Left: Many European migrants had large gardens to keep them supplied with fruit and vegetables throughout the year.
Jozefa and Stefan Grzejszczak harvest beans in their Bathurst Road garden. Image courtesy: Lucy Grzejszczak
Centre: Latvian migrant Josef Cudars Senior enjoyed using traditional methods of cultivation in his garden in Orange.
Image courtesy: Joe and Wilma Cudars
Right: Nazza Pasquali took his gardening skills to his job as gardener at the Email factory.
Image courtesy: Email Ltd.
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Joan Cooper
‘Mirridong’ at Cudal
In its heyday the walled garden and late Art Deco homestead at ‘Mirridong’ brought a touch of
Californian glamour to the Central West. The present owner’s grandfather Carl Schmidt built the
house 1939 and it was his daughter Joan Cooper who made the garden surrounding it.
An enclosed swimming pool lined with potted lemon trees and attached pergola added further
glamour to the expansive garden. Well placed statuary, a grand metal gazebo, dovecot, large scale
terracotta pots, ponds and eclectic plantings.
In its heyday the walled garden and late Art Deco homestead at ‘Mirridong’ brought a touch of
Californian glamour to the Central West. The present owner’s grandfather Carl Schmidt built the
house 1939 and it was his daughter Joan Cooper who made the garden surrounding it.
An enclosed swimming pool lined with potted lemon trees and attached pergola added further
glamour to the expansive garden. Well placed statuary, a grand metal gazebo, dovecot, large scale
terracotta pots, ponds and eclectic plantings.
Bob Rutherford of neighbouring ‘Boree Nyrng’ recorded the heyday of Joan Cooper’s garden at
‘Mirridong’ in the late 1960s and early 1970s.

Left: One of a pair of elegant iron chairs that stood in the gazebo
overhung by a banksia rose. Image courtsey Joan Cooper
Centre: Joan Cooper on the verandah at ‘Mirridong’. Image
courtsey Joan Cooper
Right: Mirridong as photographed by Bob Rutherford in the 1970s.
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Over many generations private gardens have been loving established and tendered. Elements
of their original design remain in some shape or form; a garden path a heritage rose, or a garden
bed. Often owners have come and gone leaving their own characteristics behind. Redevelopments
and refurbishments of gardens and landscapes often have been done in keeping with the original
design.
George Hawke
The first known nursery in the Orange area was established by George Hawke of Pendarvis,
Byng. Cultivating and acclimatising English and American trees in the 1830s, supplying the early
settlement homesteads and gardens. Hawke’s success with fruit trees was soon followed by
enterprises of would-be orchardists in the Canobolas area.
“Before I went to England I was convinced from observation that a fruit garden and orchard would
make a good return in the Western District where I resided, as it was comparatively newly occupied by
settlers, and as but a few attended to that kind of production very extensively.
As I always had a taste for horticulture I made up my mind to bring with me from England a good
assortment of trees and plants, so while there I brought more than two thousand... had them packed
in large cases with straw and had them shipped for this colony.
The ship ‘Florentia’ leaving Plymouth on 4th April and arriving Sydney on 4th August, 1838.
They arrived in the Colony in the time of an unprecedented drought... When taken off the ship they
were put on carts drawn by oxen, which at best are very slow in travelling long journeys. But at the
time they had scarcely any food on the road which caused the oxen to knock up, by which they were
so detained on the road that it was six weeks after they left Sydney before they arrived at Pendarves.
By this time it was very late in the season for planting, and as they had been so long out of the ground
nearly all of them were quite dead. I planted and watered all that had apparently any sap in them, but
every one died. This was a heavy loss to me.
After about three years I brought about twenty apple trees, cherry and plum suckers for which I paid a
pound, and I planted peach stones into which I grafted good sorts of fruit.”
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Top: The road to ‘Bookanon’ hedged with hawthorn. When I returned to the Colony I brought with me a cask full of haws
in order to introduce the hawthorn fence extensively, but they, like the trees, all died, but I imported some plants from
Tasmania which grew luxuriantly; made a strong fence, and produced haws from which I have grown tens of thousands
of plants. I have now some miles of fences of them on Pendarves, and have sold many thousand plants at 10 pounds per
1000. Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
Bottom: The drive into ‘Pendarves’ at the turn of the last century. I have planted an avenue of trees consisting of the
English Oak, Ash, Elms of different kinds, Lime, Olive, Beech. Image courtesy: William Hawke
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Anna de Baar, Organic Gardener
“Organic gardening is gardening with nature rather than against nature in the widest sense of the
word.”
Ten years ago Anna de Baar started her organic farm ‘Waru’ at Emu Swamp, near Orange. Today this
bountiful garden is alive with birds and insects.
“For me, organic gardening means not only the absence of chemical fertiliser, herbicides and
pesticides, but also allowing so-called pests to be there so that they attract predators and create
a totally balanced system. A lot of people who grow organically still fight the pests with naturally
derived means. I prefer not to do that at all and I don’t actively intervene in pest cycles by removing
them. What that means is that at times I get an outburst of aphids, for instance, but because I have so
many ladybirds in my garden they will almost immediately go to work. It’s the ladybird larvae (and
little birds such as blue wrens) that eat the aphids. I have found over the years that I have fewer and
fewer problems.
I grow a variety of greens such as rocket, parsley, mizuna, tatsoi, bok choy, mibuna and warrigal
greens and woody herbs such as thyme, rosemary, sage, winter savoury, lemon thyme, lemon verbena
and bay. In summer I also grow soft herbs such as French tarragon, chives, garlic chives, sorrel, basil
and various mints and also zucchini, tomatoes, squashes, beetroot, silverbeet, red chard and more.
I really like selling locally, because it is light on the environment, it provides easy access to produce
that is organic and fresh, and I have personal contact with my customers.”

Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
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With the establishment of a Municipality in the 1860s, the Council of the day set about developing
public reserves. Many of the City’s public parks and gardens were not established until the
introduction of a reticulated water supply. Both Robertson Park and Cook Park had their own water
supplies. These parks were influenced by European design. Perimeter fences were installed to keep
wandering stock out and bandstands, fountains and ponds were added.
In the 1860s a cricket pitch was established at Wade Park, but it wasn’t until the turn of the 20th
Century that sport grounds were paid any attention. Rugby was a major winter sport and became a
very popular spectator sport, with many great rugby players coming from the area.
Orange has always been proactive in the provision of quality public spaces. As the City has
developed so has the provision of public areas. Parklands now include natural area reserves such
as Lake Canobolas providing biodiversity, playground areas and neighbourhood parklands. The
Orange Botanic Gardens is being developed into significant regional Botanic Gardens.
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Cook Park
Cook Park is one of the finest Victorian parks in NSW and is perhaps the best loved heritage place in
Orange. It is notable for its mature plantings of exotic trees and built elements, including the Dalton
fountain, the impressive cast iron gates, the bandstand, fernery, Bastik Cottage, the aviary and
Blowes Conservatory.
The creation and development of Cook Park in the 1880s and 1890s shows the civic spirit of the
Orange community and its leaders, at a time when Australia was celebrating 100 years of European
settlement and debating federation. The park opened in 1887 with Alfred Patterson as head
gardener. A Swedish surveyor and botanist, originally employed by James Dalton at Duntryleague,
Patterson helped form the park’s notable collection of specimen trees, which created a botanic
garden in all but name.
Cook Park has a special place in the memories of Orange families, as the setting of family picnics,
playtime on the swings, quiet walks and wedding photos.

Left: The Blowes Conservatory, completed in 1934, houses a fine
collection of begonias which make a stunning annual display.
Image courtesy: Bob Smith
Centre: Feeding the ducks is a cherished activity for generations
of Orange families. The first pond in Cook Park was on the site of
the sunken garden, and was part of the water supply for the Park.
The current duck pond was formed in the early 1900s, with a rustic
bridge and a fountain on one of the islands. Water and wildlife
are important elements of Victorian parks. Cook Park still has an
aviary, added in 1930s and at one stage had a small zoo. Image
courtesy: Orange City Library
Right: The Pond, Cook Park, Orange NSW
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From top left to right
1. Cook Park Entrance, Cook Park, Orange NSW
2. View of Cook Park in about 1920, with the 1891
Dalton fountain and the 1908 timber bandstand
at the centre of the radial paths. For 100 years the
bandstand has been the platform for free concerts by
brass bands from Orange. Image courtesy: Orange
City Library
3. Cook Park, Orange NSW
4. The Snow Seat, Cook Park, Orange NSW
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Robertson Park
Robertson Park is a green oasis in the city, notable for its majestic trees and war memorials. The
land area was originally a water reserve, crossed by Blackman’s Swamp Creek. In the 1880s and
1890s it was gradually developed as a park, and planted with exotic trees which create a blaze of
colour in autumn.
The park was formally named after Sir John Robertson in 1882. As Premier he reformed the system
of land tenure in 1861, making the free selection of Crown Land possible for anyone, except the
original owners of the land. Over time the park has become an important place for war memorials
and remembrance services. The Cenotaph was built in 1952 and since then it has been the focus for
Anzac Day ceremonies in Orange.

Left: View of the park about 1919 showing the Whitney fountain and avenue of elms (Ulmus procera). The marble fountain
was the gift of Cobb and Co in 1896, in honour of William Franklin Whitney, one of the partners in the firm. It is said to
have been paid for by docking the wages of the employees. Image courtesy: McDonald Album, Orange City Library
Centre: The site of Robertson Park c1872, looking towards Summer Street, with the fence of the Court House in the
foreground. Puddles of water and geese show why the land was originally set aside as a water reserve.
Right: View of the park from Summer Street showing the 1913 bandstand and Blackman’s Swamp Creek running across
the park in a channel bound by a privet hedge. By 1937 the channel was covered, and the bandstand repositioned to the
centre of the park. On the left is the CWA building which was originally the pavilion of the Orange Bowling Club. Image
courtesy: Orange City Library
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Orange Botanic Gardens
Nearly a hundred years after Cook Park was established, the Orange community got behind the idea
of creating a botanic garden on the site of Clover Hill, formerly a 16 acre hobby farm. Situated on
the north side of Orange, the site was then some way out of town. The Friends of the Orange Botanic
Gardens was formed in 1985 to promote the development of the gardens, while the bicentenary in
1988 gave the project significant funding and government and Council support.
The plan for the gardens was developed by Ryde School of Horticulture, guided by Rowan Hayes,
with the involvement of students and staff from Orange TAFE. The design and plantings reflect
important aspects of the natural and cultural history of Orange. This includes its Aboriginal and
European heritage, orchards, heritage roses and the cold climate plants that thrive in local gardens.
Orange City Council manages the gardens but the place reflects the vision and hard work of many
individuals and community organisations. The Orange Botanic Gardens are a destination for visitors
and garden lovers, a haven for birds and bird watchers, and a favourite place for concerts, picnics
and community events. Importantly, the gardens are also an education centre growing rare and
endangered plants and shaping the garden future of Orange.

Left: The stand of mature Yellow Box (Eucalyptus
melliodora) is part of the original woodland vegetation on
the site. Visually the trees suggest a shady country road,
leading visitors to the dam and heritage rose garden. Image
courtesy: Craig Fennemore
Centre: The collection of heritage apples at the Orange
Botanic Gardens is popular with visitors and birds. The
collection includes many varieties that are no longer grown
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Heritage Rose Garden
“Our aim is to achieve a rose garden containing all the principal garden groups of roses in the
development of the modern rose, plus a large bed of Australian bred roses, because we feel that these
are ‘our heritage”
- Kathie Mills, Regional Coordinator of the Orange Central Tablelands Branch of Heritage Roses in
Australia Inc.
The Heritage Rose Garden grew from the passion of Joan Neale, Joan Thompson and Audrey Tonkin
to propagate old roses collected as cuttings from endangered cemetery roses found in the district.
Soon joined by Pippi Cannon and Sheila Higgin they decided, as members of Heritage Roses in
Australia Inc., to form the Orange and Central Tablelands Branch. Seven rose varieties collected
from local cemeteries were planted at the Orange Botanic Gardens in 1991, close to the little
wooden church that was moved from Shadforth.
Those seven cemetery roses became the nucleus of the current collection of about 60 species
roses the ancestors of all roses, and about 100 varieties of roses. Roses originated in China and
spread across North America, the Middle East and Europe. Fossil evidence shows that they existed
35 million years ago. The collection at the Orange Botanic Gardens is significant as the largest
collection of species roses in NSW. It is a remarkable achievement for a group of heritage rose
enthusiasts working as volunteers.

Left: ‘Jane Hawke’s Rose’, brought to Australia by Jane Hawke as a
young bride from her parents farm in Cornwall in 1838 to her new
home ‘Pendarves’ in the Cornish Settlement at Byng. The original
bush survives to this day. A cutting of the rose was given to the
Heritage Rose Garden by Trixie Hawke. Image courtesy: Kathie
Mills
Right: St Paul’s Church was moved from Cobar to Shadforth, east
of Orange in 1901. In 1988 the North Orange Rotary Club moved the
church to its present site. The church was reconsecrated and is now
used for weddings and other ceremonies. Image courtesy: Craig
Fennemore
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Janet Dunlop, Orange Botanical Gardens
“My greatest pleasure is that Orange has a Botanic Garden. It is a park created by many people,
mostly from Orange, giving their time and knowledge to its establishment and growth.
I started the Friends of the Gardens in 1985 to raise money to buy plants and for various other projects.
It was also to have a core of local people spreading the word that we had a new park to the city’s north
and well out of town and that its intention was to help preserve our local indigenous plants as well as
to show new gardeners what would grow in our climate.
The original stand of Yellow Box (Eucalyptus melliodora) now down the centre of the garden, was to be
the backbone. To the north of this, exotic planting, to the south, indigenous plants”
Volunteers from the Friends worked the first Sunday of each month, planting, watering, mulching
and weeding. Another group, the Wednesday Weeding Women, joined the volunteer labour force
after a series of horticultural lectures, making the garden to the west of the present building. They
called it the Winter Garden for the obvious reason: to show what would brighten the Orange winter
months.
“From the memory of an open paddock to the now established woodland, gardens and pathways, I
have great pleasure walking amongst plants I have known from their infancy and to see an accredited
well labelled Botanic Garden evolving slowly, against considerable odds of drought and financial
shortage.
I think we have a great garden for the future.”

Image courtesy: Elisabeth Edwards
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